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Dear reader, we are delighted to bring you 

yet another edition of Arête. We have 

endeavoured to make each edition of 

Arête as fresh and content rich as possible. 

This time around we have added new case 

studies and knowledge nuggets, which 

we’re sure you will find intriguing and 

enlightening. Please feel free to share your 

thoughts and views by writing to us at 

knowledge@ssa-solutions.com. Happy 

reading!
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Chairman's desk

Dear reader, we sincerely thank you for your kind words of encouragement as well as your valuable feedback 

to past editions. We continue in our endeavour to make Arête a fountainhead of knowledge. In this edition, we 

have introduced a new section titled Lean Tip of the month, which addresses a practical and usable lean tool 

to help you in your lean journey.

Further, in this edition, we have some exciting new case studies and knowledge nuggets to share with you. 

From the history pages, we delve into a wonderful project we delivered for Bharat Petroleum more than a 

decade ago, a historic Six Sigma journey that culminated in several million Rupees of validated savings.

In the knowledge nugget section, we delve into Visual Management, again a lesser addressed element of 

continuous improvement. Last, but not least, we are coming up to our 20th anniversary and are excitedly 

gearing up for celebrations. In the last 20 years, we have proudly served over a 1000 industries world-wide and 

remain steadfast in our “passion for impossible”. Once again, we welcome your feedback and comments to 

help us make Arête better!



CASE 1: Tackling Complexity in Bespoke Manufacturing

Situation: This assignment focused on 

streamlining the End-to-End Value Chain for a 

mid-sized furnishing company in Muscat, 

Sultanate of Oman.

Actions taken: Numerous actions were taken to 

seal the profit leakages & setting up a robust 

Excel-based data capturing & monitoring 

system.

Results: Several process controls were 

introduced in the system & activities were 

streamlined to curb various areas of profit 

leakages and the results were widely 

appreciated.



Situation – deep dive

ACME Services (name changed) is a mid-sized furnishing

company that deals with interior designing, joinery &

related works, primarily aimed for hotels, villas and the

kind. This assignment focused on enabling a stronger flow

of value through the value chain. Introduction of process

controls in shop-floor area, drawings, estimation, etc. and

bringing to surface the actual quantification of

performance throughout the value chain were the broad

focus areas of this assignment.

The project objectives therefore were:

• Streamline the Value Chain in order for it to become more

efficient & lucrative.

• Improve the visibility of the performance through data

capturing & monitoring systems.

• Introduction of process controls in order to seal the now visible

profit leakages.



Actions Taken – deep dive

SSA’s RMAOR™ approach was undertaken at ACME, which derivation of the initial state
of the key concern areas that emerged from the Brown-paper mapping (Value-chain
mapping) exercise. The 2-day workshop on ‘Lean Improvements’ was held to direct the
team towards a collective effort for improvement & curbing profit leakages, followed by
the lean charter preparation. This contributed to the activities of the Recognize Phase.

The Measure Phase followed next. In order for the diagnosis to be accurate, the concern
of lack of data availability, the baselines & targets for the KPIs were taken as mentioned
by the Management verbatim. The As-Is mapping of the processes took place, to
identify the key areas where there was a requirement of certain checks & balances to
tighten the grip around the profit leaks.

Highlight of the Analyze Phase, was to identify the key problem areas across the value
chain, which the core team was directed to brainstorm on with our guidance. Root-
cause Analysis engendered a list of reasons why the organization lost opportunities of
increased profits. The primary reason was lack of data capturing & monitoring
mechanisms, which allowed the profits to slip through the management’s sight.

In order to challenge the status-quo, in the Optimize Phase, the several key data
capturing systems, such as Enquiry Register, BOM & Material consumption registers &
overall project planning sheets were formulated & suggested for use at the organization.
To ensure reviews of the key charts & figures that indicated the organization’s overall
health, a dashboard review mechanism for the management to review

Finally, to ensure sustenance of the project initiatives, in the Repeatability Phase, we
monitored the implementation of the solutions & monitored the scores of the respective
employees to ensure adherence to the committed solutions implementation.
Dashboard Reviews enabled frequent monitoring of the status of the project & its health.



Results – deep dive

• ACME Services has appreciated SSA’s approach

and has commended the Lean transformation

process presented to their senior leadership team.

• The Entire Value Chain profit leakages were

identified & plugged with process controls.

• Data capturing and monitoring systems were

established in order to chart the status of various key

areas of the project such as Drawings, Material

Approvals, Execution Status, Invoicing, etc.

• Continuous Reviews of Project Progress enabled the

top management to monitor the project health &

take necessary actions in time to further the overall

profit profitability.



Knowledge Nugget: Visual Management

The Expert

‘Visual 
Management’ 
by Naveen 
Narayanan, 
MD, SSA 
International.

Application

 Must be simple and easy to 
update

 Accountability for daily 
updates to be clarified, 
preferably each board has 
a designated owner

 Must be linked with other 
lean management 
practices such as leader 
standard work

 Its usefulness and 
relevance must be 
periodically checked and 
modified

Main Idea

It is said, “A picture is worth a thousand words”. The objective of Visual 
Management (VM) is to ensure that real-time and accurate information is 
made available and visible in order to facilitate decision making. 
Companies that have implemented VM in the truest sense have saved 
several man-hours in gathering data for decision makers. VM broadly falls 
into two categories – “display groups” & “control groups”. As the name 
suggests, a visual display group relates information and data to employees 

in the area. For example, charts showing the monthly revenues of the 
company or a graphic depicting a certain type of quality issue. A visual 
control group is intended to actually control or guide the action of the 
group members. Examples of controls are readily apparent in society: stop 
signs, handicap parking signs, no smoking signs, etc. Visual control methods 
aim to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of a process by making the 

steps in that process more visible. The theory behind visual control is that if 
something is clearly visible or in plain sight, it is easy to remember and keep 
at the forefront of the mind.



News update – SSA Tech Completes 3rd Batch of 

EdPro at a Large Machine Manufacturer (OEM)

The SSA’s proprietary EdPro® course is based on Henry Mintzberg’s
‘Developing Naturally – from Management to Organization to Society
to Selves’. Unlike the conventional courses, the Designers would learn
from each other’s experience, either directly or in the form of theory –
the distillation of experience – or directly through cases. Accordingly
some key elements in the program are (i) Friendly consulting (ii)
Reflections (iii) Insight Books (iv) Impact Teams.

SSA Techknowlogies has started the program for a new batch of
designer's in April 2018 for the 3rd time now. The courses included for
Designers were as follows:

• FTR – First Time Right Delivery using DFSS methodology

• DFMA – Design for Manufacture and Assembly

• DFMEA – Design Failure Mode Effective Analysis

• Plastic Engineering

• Welding Engineering

• Bearing Selection and Condition Monitoring



Lean Tip: “Shadow Boards”

Shadow Boards

Shadow Boards are used to display tools and tackles. The use of this method provides a visual aid. It goes by the saying 

“You won’t GET to Learn until you GET Visual”. This increases the overall productivity of the workers, thereby making a cost 

reduction for the organization and also improves the workspace design.

By the use of shadow boards, probability of missing the tools or other items reduces drastically. It also leads to time reduction 

in locating the missing items.

To simplify, shadow board tools should be colored according to their color codes and we can also group like items.

Benefits:

Improves Quality:  For example, gauges and calipers are easily located and can be calibrated on time which leads to 

lowering of errors.

Reduces Time: Operators do not waste their time in searching for tools and tackles.

Reduces Safety Hazards: Tools and tackles are not lying here and there on the floor of the facility which minimizes potential

injuries.

Reduces Costs: Replacement of missing tools and tackles reduces which saves overall costs.

Increases Productivity: Due to shadow boards overall productivity of the organization increases as the productivity of 

operators/workers increases.



“Alchemist” of the Month: Rohit Solanki

Rohit has been with SSA for over two years and he is part of the

company’s GCC team, stationed in Muscat. Rohit has earned quite a

reputation for himself for being an exceptional hard worker with an

innate passion for excellence.

A keen learner, Rohit possesses the ability to challenge every situation

with a view to sharpen his knowledge and skills. He is an expert

debater and one who dares draw him into a debate better be

prepared to be grilled by the “Devil’s Advocate” himself.

Rohit has been working on some of SSA’s prestigious assignments in

the region and has earned quite a reputation for himself. We are

proud of Rohit and wish him all the success!



From The History Pages

SSA helped launch Six Sigma program at Bharat

Petroleum, Mahul Refinery back in 2007. BPCL

embraced Six Sigma with a lot of fervour to bring in

operational efficiency and a culture of problem

solving. Projects such as Hydrogen Losses to Flare,

Bitumen Lorry Turbaround Time reduction, Vacuum

Diesel Yiled Improvement etc. helped save millions of

rupees to the refinery and bring about tremendous

value to BPCL and its customers.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06NU8ywvLP0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06NU8ywvLP0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06NU8ywvLP0


Upcoming events

CXO Conference - Profit Leadership

RSVP

Shian Mendis

Email: nioe@nioe.lk 

M: +94 772191898

The Modules covered at the Conference are as follows:

• Your Profit Vision 2020, how to get there

• Experts speak on 'Organization Change Management' 

success stories from around the world and how it can 

be adopted by Sri Lankan companies.

• Get ready as the Sri Lankan industrial & 

economic transformation propels forward.

• Prepare to be a global player with the best in Quality -

Cost - Delivery - Profitability - Sustainable Growth.

• "Lean Thinking" - a way of life & a powerful tool, 

hear how it is applied.

• Strategic Cost Management, see how you 

can change your mind-set and approach to get it 

right.

• Critical essence of change is "People", build the right 

attitude, culture & structure to support your growth.

Venue: The Hilton Colombo 

Residencies, Sri Lanka

Date: 15th May 2018

Time: 04.00PM onwards

SSA is conducting a "CXO Conference -

Profit Leadership" incorporation 

with National Institute of Exports, Sri 

Lanka (NIOE).
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